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Take Home Message

• The Semantic Web is a Web – a collection of linked nodes. 

• People will use it as well as agents, and for them, navigation of 

links is a key mechanism for exploring the space. 

Question

• Can we use semantic metadata to support the construction of 

our hypertexts…

• …and if so, does it help?



Technologies for the Semantic Web

Three pieces needed for implementing the Semantic Web:

• Ontologies

• Hypertext Architecture

• Web Framework
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Ontologies

• The Semantic Web relies on the provision of Semantics.

• Representations and tools are thus required for the

– delivery;

– construction;

– maintenance;

– management

of ontologies
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Hypertext Architecture

• The Semantic Web is a Web.

• Thus we need an underlying architecture supporting the notion of

nodes and links.
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Web Framework

• A delivery mechanism that:

– conforms to existing standards;

– can scale
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Historical Combinations

• Open Hypermedia Systems and Link Services.

– DLS

– XLink
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• The Semantic Web?

• Ontology Services for 

document metadata.

– DAML+OIL, RDFS

– SHOE, On2Broker

• Conceptual Hypermedia

– Nanard

– Tudhope
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COHSE Philosophy

• Metadata can provide a mechanism not only for the support of 

resource discovery, but also for the provision of source anchors. 

• Annotation allows both linking into and out of a resource.

Resource Discovery

Link Construction



COHSE Prototype System

• A software agent that generates and presents links on behalf of 

both an author and a reader.

• Used at browsing time, provides just-in-time hypertext.

• Used at authoring time, supports the authoring task. 

• Link Creation, not just Resource Discovery

• This is not a radical new departure, but is the bringing together of 

existing, reasonable well understood technology. 

• It won’t solve all the problems!



Metadata Management

Resource Discovery

Semantics and

world knowledge

Presentation and

delivery of results
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Ontology Service

• Provides access to ontologies represented using OIL (Ontology 

Inference Layer) and DAML+OIL. 

• Simple http based interface provides a number of services such 

as traversal of the conceptual hierarchy and mappings to/from 

words or terms. 
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Ontology Service: DAML+OIL

• OIL: the Ontology Inference Layer.

• Draws on frame-based and logic-based languages.

• A friendly face with a well-defined semantics and reasoner.

• RDFS and XML-schema representations.

• Simple tools

– OilEd

– FaCT

• DAML+OIL 

– Less frame-like

– Same expressivity

Frame-based Systems:

Epistemological Modelling

Primitives

Web Languages:
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Reasoning Support



Ontology Service

• Can use third-party (OIL) ontologies.
– Increased open-ness

• More than just a thesaurus:
– Complex concept expressions are possible in annotations and resource 

descriptions.

• Reasoner can assist in:
– Ontology creation

• Organising concept hierarchies

– Ontology deployment

• Positioning complex expressions at 

read or author time



Resource Service

• Maps concepts to resources.

• Supports the activity of resource discovery, as already explored

in projects such as SHOE or Ontobroker. 

• Third-party resource descriptions.
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Metadata Service

• An Annotation Service (cf. W3C’s Annotea).

• Complimentary to the Resource Service. 

• Allows the decoration of resources with metadata.

• As metadata is not embedded in the resources, allows the use of 

different perspectives producing different hypertexts. 

• Third party annotation servers.
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Generic Links

• Generic Links in Open Hypermedia are based on words.
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Generic Links + Thesaurus

• A thesaurus can bridge gaps between terms. 
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Generic Links + Ontology

• An ontology can bridge gaps between concepts. 
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Annotation Links + Ontology

• Annotation allows explicit decoration of documents with 
concepts. 
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Supporting Change

• The use of an open hypermedia architecture helps to support 

change in the structure of the web.

• The use of an ontology helps to support change to the 

semantics of documents. In particular, reasoning can help us to 

organise and structure the ontology and guide our interactions 

with it. 



Questions

• Where does the metadata come from?

• What about dynamic content?

• How can the editorial component best make use of the 

ontological services? 

– What’s a good number of links?

• How do we present the discovered links?

– Lists look like search results

– Pruning and Ranking?

– Expose or hide the ontology?



Demonstrator and Evaluation

• Collaboration with Sun IT Technology Office 

• Ontology Construction

• Document mark-up

• Evaluation

– Does it help the authoring process?

– Does it improve the reader’s experience?



http://cohse.semanticweb.org

• One view of (at least a subset of) the Semantic Web is as a 

collection of nodes and links that can be browsed by people. 

• How best can we use semantic metadata to support the 

construction and navigation of those links?

• COHSE may not be the definitive architecture, but we believe 

that it provides the necessary components.

– Ontologies/semantics

– Hypertext architecture

– Web delivery framework 
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